David Boon was one of the most successful cricketers in Australia. In his career, he scored 447 runs at an average of 55.87, which was a major contribution to Australia's first World Cup victory. Following his retirement from international cricket, Boon continued playing for Tasmania and the Hobart Hurricanes in the domestic Twenty20 competition. He also played in the Indian Premier League for the Kolkata Knight Riders and the Rajasthan Royals. Boon's autobiography, "Under the Southern Cross: The Autobiography of David Boon," offers a fascinating insight into his life and career on and off the field. Boon has also published several books, including "David Boon's Big Book of Sporting Jokes," which contains humorous anecdotes and stories about his experiences in cricket and beyond.
Tests. They didn't make them tougher than Boonie, and this book makes a great read of his life story. David Boon's Big Book Of Great Sporting Jokes. If you are interested in purchasing or ordering books from HarperCollins in wholesale, as a bulk buy, David Boon's Big Book Of Great Sporting Jokes eBook.